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Technological Progress and Artifcial 

Intelligence
Anton Korinek, Martin Schindler, and Joseph E. Stiglitz

Advances in articial intelligence and automation have the potential to be 
labor- saving and to increase inequality and poverty around the globe.1 ey also 
give rise to winner- takes- all dynamics that advantage highly skilled individuals 
and countries that are at the oreront o technological progress. We analyze the 
economic orces behind these developments and delineate economic policies to 
mitigate the adverse eects while leveraging the potential gains rom technological 
advances. We also propose domestic policy measures and reorms to the global 
system o governance that make the benets o advances in articial intelligence 
more inclusive.

I. Introduction

Advances in AI and related orms o automation technologies have led to growing 
ears about job losses and increasing inequality. is concern is widespread in 
high- income countries. Developing countries and emerging market economies 
should be even more concerned than high- income countries, as their compara-
tive advantage in the world economy relies on abundant labor and natural 
resources. Declining returns to labor and natural resources as well as the winner- 
takes- all dynamics brought on by new inormation technologies could lead to 
urther immiseration in the developing world. is could undermine the rapid 
gains that have been the hallmark o success in development over the past  years 
and threaten the progress made in reducing poverty and inequality.

For many decades, there was a presumption that advances in technology 
would  benet all—embodied by the trickle- down dogma that characterized 

1 We thank Avital Balwit, Andy Berg, Valerie Cerra, Barry Eichengreen, Katya Klinova and partici-
pants in the IMF IG seminar series or insightul comments and suggestions, David Autor, Adrian 
Peralta- Alva and Agustin Roitman or helpul data and charts, and Jaime Sarmiento or excellent 
research assistance. Financial support rom the Institute or New Economic inking is grateully 
acknowledged.



     

neoliberalism. And or some time, this presumption was in act justied. For 
example, or the three decades ollowing the Second World War, the US economy 
and many other high- income and developing countries experienced broadly 
shared increases in living standards. However, over the past hal- century, output 
growth and median worker incomes started to decouple.

Moreover, economic theory cautions that technological progress is likely to 
create both winners and losers (see Korinek and Stiglitz , or a review). As 
long as the winners and losers rom technological progress are located within 
the same country, there is at least the possibility that domestic policy measures 
can compensate the losers. However, when technological progress deteriorates 
the terms o trade and thus undermines the comparative advantage o entire 
countries, then entire nations may be worse o except i the winners within 
one country compensate the losers in other countries, which seems politically 
very dicult.

is chapter argues that concerns about whether technological progress leads 
to inclusive growth are indeed justied—and that especially developing countries 
may ace a stark new set o challenges going orward. However, we propose poli-
cies that can mitigate the adverse eects so that advances in technology lead to a 
world with greater shared prosperity. is will require new domestic polices and 
development strategies as well as strong international cooperation and a rewriting 
o the global rules governing the inormation economy.

We start by laying out the key properties o AI and related technologies that 
underlie the concerns about recent technological progress. AI is likely to be labor- 
saving and resource- saving, devaluing the sources o comparative advantage o 
many developing countries and deteriorating their terms o trade. Inormation 
technologies such as AI also tend to give rise to natural monopolies, creating a 
small set o so- called superstar rms that are located in a ew powerul countries 
but serve the entire world economy. Moreover, under reasonable assumptions, 
the rate and direction o technological progress chosen by the market are gener-
ally suboptimal (Korinek and Stiglitz ). is creates the possibility o steering 
innovation in AI and other technologies in directions that are more benecial to 
humanity at large, or example, preserving the planet or creating satisying 
employment opportunities, rather than substituting or labor and creating more 
unemployment and inequality.

Taking a step back, we evaluate to what extent the discussed concerns about 
technological progress are justied, given what we know at present. ere is vast 
uncertainty about the impact o articial intelligence, even among experts in the 
eld. Some argue that AI is less important than the big innovations o the twentieth 
century and will have rather limited impact on the economy, whereas others go 
as  ar as predicting that AI will lead to more rapid technological progress than 
mankind has ever seen beore.
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In this context, we discuss how to reconcile the buzz among technologists over 
the past decade with economic data that suggests rather modest productivity 
increases over the period—encapsulated by the so- called productivity puzzle. We 
also analyze how the orces generated by progress in AI interact with other recent 
developments, in particular with the recovery rom Covid- , with secular popu-
lation dynamics, and with the need or a Green Transition.

Despite the uncertainties surrounding AI, its potentially dramatic conse-
quences suggest that we should steer our own research in directions where the 
expected social value added o economic analysis is greatest: we need to think 
particularly hard about potential events that would be highly disruptive to our 
society.

To grasp the historical nature o what is going on, we look at the broader his-
tory o technological progress. Humanity spent much o its history at a Malthusian 
stage in which the vast majority o the population lived at subsistence levels. e 
Industrial Revolution that lied living standards started a bit over two centuries 
ago, making it a mere blip in the history o human civilization. For developing 
countries, the era o manuacturing- based export- led growth that enabled the 
East Asian Miracle stretched over the past hal- century—only one quarter o the 
history o the Industrial Revolution. It is conceivable that we are now going into 
another era. ere is even a risk that the terms- o- trade losses generated by prog-
ress in AI may erase many o the gains that the developing countries have made in 
recent decades.

However, the Industrial Revolution also oers ample lessons on how to man-
age innovation in a positive way: technological revolutions are very disruptive, 
but collective action can mitigate the adverse eects and generate an environment 
in which the gains are shared broadly. e labor- using nature o the Industrial 
Revolution ushered in an Age of Labor in which the economic gains o workers 
also shied political dynamics in their avor, but there is a risk that uture labor- 
saving progress may do the opposite. e decline o manuacturing will require a 
new development model that ollows a more multi- pronged strategy to replace 
the manuacturing- based export- led growth model.

e key policy question is how countries can improve the likelihood o benign 
outcomes rom technological progress. is is especially pertinent or developing 
countries, but it is also a challenge or advanced economies to develop policies 
that ensure that technological advances lead to broadly shared prosperity and that 
their adverse eects are mitigated. We delineate here a number o such policies. 
Taxation and redistribution are a rst line o deense to compensate the losers o 
progress, although the scope or redistribution may be limited in developing 
countries.

Targeted expenditure policies can serve double duty by providing both income 
to workers and a valuable social return—or example, investments in education 



     

or inrastructure are labor intensive and enhance human capital and the physical 
inrastructure o countries, both o which are important in bridging the digital 
divide and ensuring that all citizens can participate in the opportunities aorded 
by digital technologies.

To replace the manuacturing- based export- led growth model, developing 
countries will need to steer technological progress and technology adoption in 
new directions, in part by leveraging the opportunities that modern AI and other 
digital technologies aord in agriculture and services.

Finally, we describe a set o policies at the supra- national level to reorm our 
global system o governance in a way that developing countries can benet rom 
advances in AI and other inormation technologies while addressing the down-
sides o these new technologies. We need to design a global tax regime or the 
digital age that enables countries to raise taxes on transactions that occur within 
their borders. Competition policy is also increasingly a question that transcends 
national borders as the ootprint o the digital giants is global and authorities in 
their countries o origin do not ace the correct incentives to ensure a competitive 
marketplace. Intellectual property regimes need to be adapted so they are attuned 
to the needs and circumstances o developing countries. Moreover, inormation 
policy including the regulation o data needs to be discussed at the supra- national 
level to provide a voice to developing countries that could otherwise not inuence 
the design o such policies.

e remainder o this chapter is organized as ollows. In the second section, we 
provide an overview o the downside risks o technological progress, with special 
emphasis on potential AI- induced economic disruptions; in the third, we discuss 
the uncertainties surrounding the nature and level o the impacts as well as the 
broader context. e ourth section reviews what we can learn rom the bigger 
historical picture o technological progress. e h section distills the critical 
role o government policy in managing the eects o technological progress and 
in enabling the benets o innovation to be widely shared. e sixth section ana-
lyzes how our global system o governance needs to be updated to allow develop-
ing countries to maximize the benets and minimize the costs o advances in AI 
and other digital technologies.

II. Downside Risks of Technological Progress

Many technology optimists suggest that productivity gains go hand in hand with 
real wage gains. is presumption that technological progress would benet all 
was also embodied by the trickle- down dogma that has characterized neoliberal-
ism. However, the presumption was supported neither by theory nor evidence; 
indeed, economic theory has always held that advances in technology do not 
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necessarily benet all and may create winners and losers. e data (Figure .) 
show that in recent decades, many countries have experienced episodes during 
which wages lagged productivity growth. Moreover, as we argue below, even 
where average wages did keep up with productivity, median wages may not have, 
and there is a risk that any positive gains seen in the past may not continue.

Figure . illustrates that the income gains associated with technological prog-
ress have been highly unevenly distributed. In the United States and other high- 
income countries, most o the benets o growth have gone to those at the top, 
resulting in widening income inequality in most advanced economies since the 
early s, reversing an earlier downward trend in many countries.
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How can we reconcile this with economic theory? In the context o a competi-
tive economy, we can think o technological progress as moving out the produc-
tion possibility rontier: one can get more o any output or a given amount o 
inputs. But this increase in production possibilities does not tell us how the gains 
rom progress will be distributed. In our simplest economic models, or example, 
i we assume a competitive economy with a Cobb- Douglas production unction, 
relative shares are xed.

However, in the more general case, technical change may change the distribu-
tion o income, so that, or instance, labor gets a smaller share o a larger pie. I its 
share decreases enough, workers could even be worse o. Whether wages increase 
or decrease depends on what happens to the demand or labor at existing wages. 
Using the terminology rst introduced by Hicks, technical change that leads to a 
decrease in the relative share o labor is called capital- biased; i it leads to a 
decrease in the share o unskilled labor, it is called skill- biased; i it leads to an 
outright reduction in wages, it is called labor- saving. e United States, or exam-
ple, has experienced routine- biased technological change that has replaced work-
ers engaged in both manual and cognitive routine activities since the s and 
that has contributed to the hollowing out o the middle class (Autor et al. ). 
Korinek and Stiglitz () show that the distributive eects o innovations can 
be seen as generating quasi- rents—the winners o progress (e.g., capitalists or 
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skilled workers) experience gains without having contributed to the innovation, 
whereas others experience losses. For example, automation may lower the 
demand or labor and wages but lead to a corresponding increase in the return to 
capital that is in the nature o a quasi- rent. at, in turn, has an important impli-
cation: governments can capture some o the quasi- rents by taxing the winners 
and redistributing it; and given the nature o the gains, governments may even be 
able to raise taxes in ways that have no or limited distortionary eects. us, 
“managed” technological progress could allow or Pareto- improving outcomes.

However, there is a big dierence between looking at the impacts o AI within 
a single country and rom a global perspective. When the benets are experienced 
in one country and the cost is borne in another, a Pareto improvement would 
require that the winners compensate the losers across national boundaries. Today, 
such cross- border transers are voluntary and limited.

As a result, the ruits o technological progress will be unequally shared; but 
more troublesome is that while some countries may gain a great deal, others will 
lose. ese dierences will be reected, respectively, in improvements and deteri-
orations o countries’ terms o trade. In the ollowing, we will analyze several o 
the specic orms o progress that the AI revolution and related automation tech-
nologies are likely to induce, with a particular ocus on how they may hurt devel-
oping countries.

A. Labor- Saving Technological Progress

Many observers are concerned that AI may be labor- saving, that is, cause a 
decline in the demand or labor at existing actor prices. I this occurs, equilib-
rium wages will decrease and workers will be worse o.

As we have noted, over the past hal- century, the United States and many other 
countries seem to have experienced technological progress that was biased against 
workers with lower levels o education perorming routine tasks, suciently 
biased that it may even have been labor- saving in that segment, reducing such 
workers’ real incomes. For example, Autor et al. () observe that rom the 
s to the s, while computerization was a substitute or an increasing 
number o routine tasks, technological change increased the productivity o 
workers in non- routine jobs that involved problem- solving and complex commu-
nications tasks. ese changes in technology may have explained nearly two- 
thirds o the relative demand shi toward college- educated labor over that period. 
Similarly, more recently, Acemoglu and Restrepo () estimated signicant 
adverse employment and wage eects rom the introduction o industrial robots 
in the United States, concentrated in manuacturing and among routine manual, 
blue- collar, assembly, and related occupations, helping to explain the dramatic 
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increase in wage dispersion across skill groups over the past ve decades 
(Figure .).

is job polarization in terms o wages has also been reected in relative 
employment dynamics. Employment in nonroutine jobs has continued to grow 
steadily in the United States, while that in routine jobs has stagnated, or in some 
periods declined, since around , contributing, as we have noted, to a “hol-
lowing out o the middle” (Figure .).2 OECD () note that middle- skilled 
jobs may be the most prone to both automation and oshoring, as they most 
encompass routine tasks that are relatively easy to automate (or oshore).

Standard models o aggregate production unctions with skilled and unskilled 
labor- augmenting progress and capital- augmenting progress can generate the 
observed patterns o movements in actor prices and shares, depending on pat-
terns o progress as well as elasticities and cross- elasticities o substitution. 
Acemoglu and Restrepo (a) ormulate a particular model in which the dis-
placement o workers by robots will reduce the labor share o income and may be 
labor- saving i the productivity gains rom the robots are modest. Berg et al. 
() ocus on the dierential eects o technological progress across worker 
groups and shows that technological progress may be unskilled- labor- saving 
because that type o labor is easily substituted or by robots; by contrast, high- 
skilled labor is likely complementary to robots and will benet rom technologi-
cal progress; as a result, technological advances risk bringing about large increases 

2 As can be seen in the gure, the Covid shock in  has clearly accelerated the trend, at least 
temporarily, giving rise to a large decline in employment in routine manual jobs but only a modest dip 
in nonroutine cognitive jobs.
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in inequality. Automation may also worsen inequality along other dimensions—
or example, in sectors where women occupy more routine jobs (Brussevich 
et al. ).

Even i technological progress is labor- saving in the short run, it may also trig-
ger additional accumulation o capital that is complementary to labor, beneting 
labor in the long run. For example, Stiglitz () and Caselli and Manning 
() show that in an economy with capital and labor only, in which long- run 
capital accumulation is determined by an exogenous interest rate, labor will 
always gain.3 Ultimately, however, impacts on inequality depend on whether 
there are other scarce limiting actors in the economy, or example, natural 
resources or land, which would benet rom technological progress and ulti-
mately become more scarce as the actors “capital” and “machine- replacing labor” 
become more abundant and cheaper. Indeed, Korinek and Stiglitz (a) show 
that i this is the case, then, without government intervention, labor may lose out 
rom technological progress even in the long run.

At a global level, similar dynamics may play out. Although labor- saving tech-
nological progress would make the world as a whole richer, it would hit develop-
ing countries that have a comparative advantage in cheap labor particularly hard. 
I worldwide demand or labor, or or unskilled labor, declines, such countries 
would experience a signicant deterioration in their terms o trade and lose a 
substantial raction o their export income. Labor- saving progress may not only 

3 e result is intuitive: the dual to the production unction is the actor price rontier. 
Technological change shis out the actor price rontier, implying that i the interest rate is unchanged, 
wages must increase.
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create winners and losers within the aected developing countries, but it may 
make entire countries on net worse o. Alonso et al. () nd that improve-
ments in the productivity o “robots” could drive divergence, as advanced coun-
tries benet rom computerization more given their higher initial capital stock.

However, it is also conceivable that other orms o advances in technology 
could benet workers: intelligence- assisting devices and algorithms (IA) may be 
complementary to labor rather than substituting or it, thus enhancing the pros-
pects o labor. Innovations that all into this category may include augmented 
reality (AR), machine learning (ML) algorithms that help analyze complex data, 
and other orms o integration o AI with humans.4 Automation technologies re-
quently aect particular tasks but not (entire) jobs, which consist o multiple tasks 
(see, e.g., Acemoglu and Autor )—IA innovations may help workers be more 
productive in their jobs by taking over, or improving, certain tasks. For example, 
a doctor is engaged in diagnosis but also in explaining the diagnosis to the patient. 
AI may do a better job in diagnosis—or example, in radiology—but it may not 
quite replace the doctor in communicating with the patient, at least not yet.

Driverless trucks provide another example: truck driving provides signicant 
employment opportunities or men with only a high school education so there is 
understandably concern or the disruption that sel- driving trucks might bring 
about. But truck drivers also perorm a number o related tasks—they ll orders, 
load and unload, monitor the truck, and more—not all o which may be easily 
automated. More generally, most jobs have multiple dimensions and consist o 
multiple tasks. With some tasks automated, workers will be able to devote more 
attention to, and perorm better at, those tasks that are not. Importantly, both AI 
and IA imply extensive restructuring o the economy.

e central concern o this chapter remains: there may be a reduction in the 
demand or labor, especially or unskilled labor. We will urther evaluate whether 
or not these ears are justied below in Section III. I, however, it turns out that AI 
is labor saving, and especially i it is unskilled labor saving, the consequences or 
developing countries would be severe. is is the “resource” which constitutes 
their comparative advantage and in which they are relatively rich. e conver-
gence in standards o living between developing countries and developed that has 
marked the past hal- century would be arrested, even reversed. It would also 
present great challenges to domestic policy within developing countries. In many 
parts o the world, inequalities within developing countries are greater than in 
developed. AI would exacerbate those inequalities—and developing countries 
oen lack the institutional capacities to counteract them.

4 One extreme example is Elon Musk’s Neuralink, which aims to achieve a symbiosis o humans 
and AI by surgically implanting technology into the brain.
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B. Resource- Saving Technological Progress

Another type o progress that is o great concern to some developing countries is 
resource- saving technological progress. is has gotten less attention than labor- 
saving progress so ar (e.g., Solow  ), but AI and other digital technologies 
have oen been praised or their potential to produce more output with ewer 
natural resources. For instance, they may help reduce the demand or depletable 
natural resources and lower carbon emissions. Examples include algorithms that 
optimize eciency in data centers or that make transportation networks more
ecient. Technologies that enable telework may also reduce the carbon ootprint 
o workers.5 us, such resource- saving innovations may have adverse distribu-
tional eects on developing countries that have a comparative advantage in natu-
ral resources, and that have specialized in exporting them. e impact on 
exporters o dierent types o natural resources may be quite dierent—or exam-
ple, exporters o carbon- based energy will are dierently rom exporters o rare 
earth metals.

Consider oil- exporting countries, which have already experienced many devel-
opmental challenges while being resource- rich. Resource- saving AI, while saving 
the planet, would make them resource- poor countries that still experience the 
same developmental challenges. e challenges o addressing global inequality 
under such a scenario would be an order o magnitude larger than they are even
today, posing a test or the global community. A number o oil- exporting coun-
tries rely on their export revenue to buy ood and other basic essentials—i they 
lose their ability to export oil, the consequences would be dire. us, as in the 
case o labor- saving technological progress, the world as a whole may be better 
o—in this case by undoing resource scarcity and reducing climate change—but 
not all countries would benet.

C. Inormation, Digital Monopolies, and Superstars

e rise o AI and other inormation technologies may also lead to greater con-
centrations o market power. As a result, the economy may move to an equilib-
rium that is more distorted by market power, with greater rents or dominant 

5 As always, calculating the ull consequences o a new technology on the demand or any natural 
resource, or carbon emissions, is complex. It must be done on a ull lie- cycle basis, incorporating ini-
tial investment, maintenance, as well as day- to- day operations. at said, or instance, data centers 
running cutting- edge AI applications are typically energy- intensive and may lead to increases in 
demand or electricity and depletable natural resources. Still, on net, it is likely that the demand or 
carbon- based energy sources will decrease. Some natural- resource- rich economies may benet, such 
as those rich in rare earths or other metals that are inputs in the production o batteries, microchips, 
solar panels, wind turbines etc.



     

rms. Actors with market power will use that power to advantage themselves. e 
resulting distortions may oset part or all o the benets o innovation, exacerbat-
ing the adverse distributive eects o labor- saving or resource- saving innovation. 
With any inequality- averse social welare unction, societal welare could 
decrease.

While the assumption o competitive markets oen provides a useul bench-
mark, that model becomes less appropriate as one considers an economy that is 
dominated by AI. It is hard to conceive o an AI economy being competitive, or at 
least well- described by the standard competitive equilibrium model.

ere are several reasons why advances in AI intensiy market power. First, AI 
is an inormation good, and inormation goods are dierent rom other goods in 
that they are non- rivalrous—they can be used at close- to- zero marginal cost, 
implying that a single rm can serve a very large market. Moreover, the creation 
o AI codes or ML algorithms typically involves high sunk costs and/or xed 
costs—in a private market, rms need to earn monopoly rents to recoup these 
costs. Moreover, even small sunk costs may result in markets not being contest-
able, i.e., there could be sustained rents and prots. In addition, AI applications 
and platorms typically involve signicant network externalities. Some o these 
arise because rms accumulate vast amounts o data that allow them to train their 
algorithms better than those o the competition. All o these eects create large 
barriers to entry and a tendency towards creating large monopolies, sometimes 
also called “superstar” eects (see, e.g., Korinek and Ng  and Greenwald and 
Stiglitz a).

Some authors have identied a growing number o “superstar rms” in the 
economy that are “super protable” (see, e.g., Autor et al. ). However, rather 
than reecting “super- productive” technology, much o these prots may arise 
rom the exercise o monopoly power that is derived rom the nature o these 
inormation technologies. For example, in the US, a large raction o the gains in 
the stock market over the past decade have been concentrated in digital giants, to 
an important extent driven by their market power. Moreover, algorithmic 
advances have also enabled digital rms to extract more consumer surplus 
through discriminatory pricing.

Such superstar and monopoly eects are likely to play out not only at a com-
pany level but also at a country level, and they are likely to be particularly severe 
in the context o AI. ey may be exacerbated by agglomeration economies 
associated with R&D in AI. ere is a risk that those countries that lead in the 
advancement in AI may reap all the benets, becoming “superstar countries” and 
reaping all the rents associated with the development o AI. e rest o the world, 
and in particular most developing and emerging economies, may be le behind, 
with the notable exception o China—one o the leaders in articial intelligence. 
Moreover, to the extent that rms or countries can protect their knowledge, the 
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resulting monopolization o knowledge may also impede the catching- up process. 
Importantly, even i competitors could “steal” a superstar’s knowledge, this may 
not necessarily be sucient as the superstars can continuously improve their 
algorithms based on their users’ data, thus remaining, perhaps permanently, 
ahead. In the past, advances in technology were driven to an important extent by 
basic research that was nanced by governments in high- income countries and 
that was reely available to all—including developing countries. is too may 
change with AI.

Some observers suggest as a silver lining or developing countries that ML 
technologies are reliant on data and that more diverse data contain more inor-
mation. us, selling data might generate some income or developing countries. 
However, this is unlikely to make up or their lost income as the marginal return 
to more diverse data may be limited. Moreover, uture advances in ML algorithms 
may make them less reliant on large quantities o data and instead require more 
specic, tailored data.

D. Misguided Technological Progress

Economic theory has illuminated why the nature o innovation (e.g., the actor 
bias) may not be welare maximizing. Much o economics takes the actor bias o 
technological change as exogenously given, and the standard economic welare 
theorems assert the eciency o competitive market economies or a given level 
o technology. However, the direction and rate o technological progress are 
themselves economic decisions, as emphasized by the literature on induced inno-
vation (e.g., Kennedy ; von Weizsäcker ; Samuelson ; Atkinson and 
Stiglitz  ; Acemoglu  ,  ; Stiglitz  ). ere is no analogue o the 
welare theorems or innovation: markets on their own will not in general be e-
cient either in the level or direction (nature) o innovative activity and technolog-
ical change. e market may even provide incentives or innovations that reduce 
eciency by absorbing more resources than they create or society, as may be the 
case, or example, or high- requency trading. is calls or policy to actively steer 
technological progress, as we will discuss urther below.

e undamental problem is that knowledge is a public good, in the 
Samuelsonian sense. I it is to be privately nanced and produced, there must be 
inecient restraints on the use o knowledge, and those restraints typically also 
give rise to market power. I there are no restraints on the use o knowledge, then 
innovators cannot appropriate the returns to their production o knowledge, and 
so they will have little incentive to innovate.6 When knowledge is produced as a 

6 ere is a large literature on the welare economics o innovation, dating back to Arrow (a). 
Stiglitz (a, a) drew attention explicitly to the public good aspects o knowledge, and the 



     

by- product o learning or investing, the inability to ully appropriate all the 
learning benets will lead to under production or underinvestment in sectors 
o  the economy associated with high learning and learning spillovers. As 
Greenwald and Stiglitz (, a) point out, this has im por tant implications 
or developmental policy, providing a rationale or industrial and trade policies.7

More recent literature has drawn attention not only to biases in the level and 
pace o innovation but also to the direction. In economies with incomplete risk 
markets and imperect and/or asymmetric inormation (i.e., in all real- world 
economies), the equilibrium is not constrained Pareto ecient, and prices do not 
necessarily give the “correct” signal to innovators on the direction o innovation. 
ere are pecuniary externalities that matter.8 For instance, in the Shapiro- Stiglitz 
() eciency wage model, where unemployment acts as a disciplining device 
to discourage shirking in the context o a labor market with imperect and costly 
monitoring, there will be too much labor- augmenting technological progress, 
resulting in too high a level o unemployment (Stiglitz ). ere are multiple 
other biases, or example, towards innovative activities in which intellectual prop-
erty rights are more easily secured.

Markets do not care about income distribution. Market orces may drive eco-
nomic decisions towards eciency—in the narrow, microeconomic sense—but 
will not give any consideration to the distributive consequences. Recent contribu-
tions, however, have emphasized that overall economic perormance can be 
aected by inequality (Ostry et al.  ; Stiglitz  ); obviously, individual 
entrepreneurs will not take into account this macroeconomic externality, and 
accordingly the market will be biased towards producing too much labor- saving 
innovation, creating a role or redistributive policies. In addition, Korinek and 
Stiglitz () show that in the presence o constraints on redistribution, policy 
can improve welare by steering innovation to take into account its distributive 
implications.

ere are some sel- correcting orces: or example, i labor is getting cheaper, 
innovators ace smaller incentives to save on labor, providing a corrective mech-
an ism within the market economy to an ever- decreasing share o labor, but this 
mechanism no longer works when wages are set by eciency wage considerations 
or reach subsistence levels.9

similarity between the economics o inormation and the economics o knowledge. See also 
Romer ().

7 e ineciencies in economies with learning by doing were rst noted by Arrow (b).
8 See Greenwald and Stiglitz (). ese, in turn, give rise to macroeconomic externalities; their 

consequences in the context o innovation have been studied by Korinek and Stiglitz ().
9 More generally, the direction o innovation is aected by the share o the actor. I the elasticity o 

substitution is high, a lower actor price will be associated with an increased actor share, and this can 
induce greater eorts at increasing the productivity o that actor. In that case, the equilibrating orce 
just described does not arise, and the opposite occurs (Stiglitz ).
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What is most relevant or developing countries is that these distributive impli-
cations extend across borders, and so decisions made in one country have eects 
on other countries that the innovating country and the innovators within that 
country have no incentive to consider.

Even i markets were ecient in the choice o technology or the conditions o 
the country in which the innovation occurs, those conditions are markedly dier-
ent rom the conditions in other countries. In developing countries, a key ques-
tion is about adopting appropriate technologies rather than innovating, but the 
same kind o analysis that argues or the need or government intervention in 
steering technological innovation also provides arguments or intervention in 
steering technology adoption. is is especially so i, aer the initial adoption o 
technology rom abroad, there is urther adaptation to local circumstances, and 
the benets and costs o the technological evolution are not ully appropriated, 
or example, in the process o learning by doing. ese concerns have long been 
at the center o concern o industrial policy.

E. Broader Harms Associated with AI

ere are also a number o broader harms associated with AI that have recently 
received a lot o attention—the ways in which new technology can aect security 
(including cybersecurity), privacy, incitement to “bad” behavior, including 
through hate speech, political manipulation, and, in the economic arena, price 
discrimination, sometimes exacerbating pre- existing societal divides.

While these matters aect both high- income and developing economies, an 
important concern is that the international community may address them in a 
way that does not reect the priorities and needs o developing countries. 
Policymakers in many countries are beginning to discuss appropriate regulatory 
regimes and a set o rules to address these potential harms. It is unclear whether 
developing countries and emerging markets will be suciently represented at the 
table when these discussions take place. In act, many o the standards, rules and 
regulations are likely to be set by high- income countries and China (e.g., Ding et 
al. ; Sacks ), even though the impacts may be larger, and potentially di-
erent, on developing countries and emerging markets.

Moreover, the institutional capacity o developing countries to counter these 
harms may be more limited—especially when acing o against the technology 
giants. Weaker institutional oundations may make some countries more prone to 
abuses o autocratic and totalitarian leaders using mis-/disinormation and sur-
veillance technologies. Less educated populations may suer more rom the 
consequences o mis-/disinormation, such as those associated with the anti- 
vaccine movement.



     

III. Evaluating the Uncertainties and Opportunities

A. Uncertainty about the Pace and Scale o Progress

e impact o technological change depends heavily on its pace and scale. I it 
occurs slowly, there is time to adjust. I automation is limited to a ew tasks or 
sectors at a time, the impacts will be limited. However, there is a great degree o 
uncertainty about the pace o change and the magnitude o the coming disrup-
tion, even among experts in this area. Some economists (e.g., Gordon ) assert
that we are not in an era o unprecedented innovation, and that economic growth 
will be less rapid in the uture than it has been over the past century. In act, 
Gordon () argues that indoor toilets and electricity had ar bigger conse-
quences on people’s standards o living than more recent innovations.

Another view is that AI is a truly transormative technology—a General- 
Purpose Technology (GPT)—that has the potential to revolutionize every sector 
o the economy (e.g., Trajtenberg ). Like steam engines or electricity in previ-
ous technological revolutions, this view predicts that AI will lead to signicant 
productivity gains and structural changes across the entire economy.

An even more radical perspective that goes back to John von Neumann is that 
AI may eventually advance to a point where AI systems reach human levels o 
general intelligence. is may imply that they can also do research, design better
versions o themselves and thereby recursively sel- improve, giving rise to accel-
erating technological progress and, in the words o von Neumann, “the appear-
ance o approaching some essential singularity in the history o the race beyond 
which human aairs, as we know them, could not continue” (see Ulam ).1 
e concept o such a singularity has been popularized by Good (), Vinge 
() and Kurzweil (), and is being increasingly discussed among econo-
mists (e.g., Nordhaus ; Aghion et al. ). Predictions o when such a chain 
o events might occur, however, continue to be perpetually revised—Armstrong 
et al. () note that over the past six decades or so analysts have continued to 
expect “the development o [general] AI [to occur] within – years rom 
whenever the prediction is made.”11

is last perspective emphasizes that AI-driven machines may not only be
physically stronger than humans and better and aster at processing inormation, 
but in an increasing number o domains, they may also learn better and aster 

1 As Vinge () noted: “Within thirty years, we will have the technological means to create 
superhuman intelligence. Shortly aer, the human era will be ended.” However, it should be noted that 
general AI does not in itsel imply the singularity (e.g., Walsh ).

11 Responding to Kurzweil’s () thesis that “e Singularity is Near,” Walsh () provides 
arguments or why “e Singularity May Never Be Near.”
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than humans.12 us, AI may be much more disruptive than a “mere” GPT; AI 
programs are increasingly replacing tasks previously perormed by humans. I 
machines can engage in all tasks that have traditionally been perormed by labor, 
and i they can do so at ever lower cost, then traditional labor would eventually 
become redundant, with the marginal product o human labor possibly alling so 
low that it no longer covers the subsistence cost necessary to keep a human alive 
(Korinek and Stiglitz ). is would represent the extreme case o labor- saving 
innovation: it is in act labor- replacing innovation—employing labor would 
become a strictly dominated technology.13

We discussed earlier some studies examining which jobs may be replaced by 
automation and AI in coming decades, typically based on job- or task- level data. 
e predictions in these studies vary widely, ranging rom a relatively small per-
centage o  percent o all jobs (OECD ) to an estimate o – percent 
(Harris, Kimson, and Schwedel ) and almost  percent by Frey and Osborne 
() and McKinsey Global Institute (). Even the lower numbers suggest a 
signicant eect, especially because the impact may be concentrated in certain 
industries and among certain groups o workers, specically among unskilled and 
routine jobs. Knowing what raction o all jobs will be lost to AI thereore does 
not necessarily provide a good metric o the impact on income distribution, espe-
cially in the short run.

Applying our earlier insights on steering innovation to economic research, 
economists should steer their research in directions where the expected social 
value added o economic analysis is greatest, that is, where it has the highest wel-
are impact.

Even i some o the described scenarios have a relatively low probability, it is 
important to think particularly hard about events that will be highly disruptive to 
society, to think through the consequences, and to prepare or how we might 
ameliorate some o the more adverse eects. Extensive labor replacing innovation 
would be such an event. Even i one places a relatively low probability on such an 
event—and one may argue that it is not actually a low- probability event—the 
associated social repercussions would be suciently large that it makes sense to 
ocus attention on such an event. Studying scenarios that pose the most adverse 
social impacts would better prepare economies to deal with them when they 
occur—and they also provide valuable lessons or scenarios in which the impact 
is less stark.

12 ere is even a perspective that holds that AI- powered machines could become agents o their 
own (Korinek ).

13 Note that this is in contrast to a long tradition in the traditional economics literature that viewed 
labor as an essential input or any production process.
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B. e Productivity Puzzle: Are We Really in an Era o
Unprecedented Innovation?

In relating the debate about the economic signicance o AI- based innovation to 
recent economic data, we encounter a well- known puzzle: i we are really living in 
an era o signicant technological disruption, why are the increases in innovation 
not showing up in GDP data? is is analogous to the puzzle o missing produc-
tivity growth rom computerization that Bob Solow described in the s when 
the GPT o the time—computers—spread throughout the economy (Solow ).
It took until the ollowing decade or US national accounts to show a pickup in 
productivity growth.

Part o the explanation or the productivity puzzle is that there are long lags, as 
was the case or computerization. At present, AI is inuential in a limited number 
o sectors, like inventing better ways o advertising. Even i AI is transorming 
advertising, this will not transorm our overall standard o living. (In this particu-
lar case, it may actually lower overall eciency, as it may undermine the price 
system by enabling pervasive discriminatory pricing.) Going orward, many sec-
tors o the economy will require complementary investments and changes in pro-
cesses and organization as well as new skills among their workers to take ull 
advantage o AI (see e.g., Brynjolsson et al. ).

Another part o the explanation o the productivity puzzle is that there are di-
cult measurement problems. Many recent technologies may have led to increases 
in societal welare that are not captured by GDP (see e.g., Brynjolsson et al. 
). For example, when online services are exchanged against “eyeballs,” i.e., 
when users are exposed to advertisements instead o paying or services, the ben-
ets to consumers are not included.14

C. Putting AI in the Broader Context o Development

ere are several other important actors that are relevant when it comes to man-
aging the potential adverse eects o AI on developing countries in coming 
decades.

14 e measurement problems are still more complicated: advertising is an “intermediate” product 
and does not directly enter into the value o the nal goods and service that constitutes GDP. I adver-
tising were a normal input, and markets were competitive, an increase in the eciency o production 
o an intermediate good would be reected in a lowering o the nal goods price, and that in turn 
would be associated with an increase in GDP. Better advertising engines may, as we noted earlier, 
actually increase market power and decrease overall economic eciency. Moreover, they may induce 
an adverse redistribution, lowering welare still more.
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Covid- 19
e Covid-  pandemic has imposed an extra shadow cost on physical interac-
tion with humans, which is likely to accelerate the automation o jobs that require 
physical interaction (see e.g., Korinek and Stiglitz b). e resulting changes 
will have long- lasting eects on the economy, even aer the pandemic is over-
come. e new technologies that are introduced now will reduce the demand or 
labor worldwide or some time to come.15

Population Dynamics
Population dynamics will interact in important ways with labor- saving or -replacing 
technologies (see e.g., Varian ). In countries with rapidly growing working- age 
populations, such as in many Arican countries, lots o new jobs will have to be 
created to maintain a given employment rate. Advances in automation that are 
developed in high- income countries and easily deployed around the world will 
make this more dicult. However, the large supply o labor may slow down the 
development and adoption o automation technologies within such countries 
(although the evidence in several countries suggests that at least in large export- 
oriented manuacturing, the technologies employed are remarkably similar to 
those in advanced countries; see Rodrik  ).16 Moreover, young populations 
also generate signicant demand or education, which in turn creates jobs. 
Overall, even countries like India ace diculties in creating enough ormal sec-
tor jobs to keep pace with the growing working age population. e aster growth 
o population makes capital deepening more dicult, slowing the pace o growth 
in income per capita.

Conversely, in countries in which the working- age population is declining, 
such as China, the impact o job automation on the workorce is mitigated as 
workers that are replaced by technological progress can simply retire. Moreover, 
aging populations create large service sector needs, particularly in healthcare. 
Many o these service sector jobs are unlikely to be replaced by automation or AI 
in the near uture. Overall, the evidence suggests that aging societies adopt new 
technologies and automate (Acemoglu and Restrepo b and Figure .).17

15 Any innovations to deal with Covid-  will still be available in the post- Covid-  world. 
Moreover, the development o research strategies in response to Covid-  may set in motion a process 
o “learning to learn,” learning better how to innovate in human- replacing dimensions. See Atkinson 
and Stiglitz () and Stiglitz (b).

16 is would not, o course, be true i the actor price equalization theorem held. More generally, 
dierences in domestic actor ratios do not necessarily align well with dierences in actor prices.

17 ere are countervailing orces to the scarcity o labor associated with a declining working age 
population. A younger population may be more tech savvy, better able to pick up, adopt and adapt to 
new technologies. e gure suggests that the scarcity eect dominates. ere are other actors too 
that play a role in robotization.



     

e Green Transition
A third important orce aecting developing countries in coming decades is the 
threat o global warming, which calls or signicant public policy interventions to 
acilitate the Green Transition, i.e., the transition away rom an economy that is 
dependent on ossil uels to one that is more environmentally sustainable and 
relies more on renewable energy. Without global policies to save our planet, 
developing countries will experience some o the largest losses rom global 
warming.

ere are many similarities between the eects o AI and the Green Transition. 
Both involve large changes in relative prices and generate signicant redistribu-
tions, and many developing countries will be strongly aected. e Green 
Transition is similar to resource- saving innovation and risks undermining the 
standard o living o oil- exporting countries, among which there are a number o 
low- income countries.

ere is also an important complementarity between the Green Transition and 
AI: the Green Transition is likely to increase the demand or labor which could 
oset some o the negative eects on labor demand o automation and AI. Indeed, 
given the labor needed or the Green Transition, the labor replacement due to 
automation and AI in many activities, including manuacturing, could be consid-
ered a ortunate development enabling countries to better address the challenges 
o climate change. ere is thus an inherent tension in requent claims that on the 
one hand economies cannot aord to mitigate climate change (i.e., that there are 
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insucient resources), and on the other hand concerns over a potential crisis 
with a surplus o labor arising rom labor- saving AI.18,19

However, we do ace challenges in how to channel surplus resources into what 
is required or the Green Transition. Some o the skill sets o those labor resources 
reed up by technological progress will dier rom those needed in the Green 
Transition, although Louie and Pearce () argue that the retraining costs 
would be moderate, and many o the investments (such as installing solar panels) 
require only limited skills.

ere may be institutional constraints that make it dicult to reallocate cap-
ital towards green investment. While many sources o savings are long term 
(pension unds and sovereign wealth unds) and the investments needed or the 
Green Transition are long term, standing in between are short- term nancial 
markets. Local, national, and multilateral Green Development Banks may be 
helpul in nancing the private green transition. Better disclosure to investors 
o risks associated with “brown” investments (i.e., ones that contribute to pollu-
tion) and changes in duciary standards or asset managers towards their inves-
tors, would help move resources into green investments. O course, without 
strong incentives, provided by price signals and environmental regulatory con-
straints, incentives or green investments and innovation will be greatly 
attenuated.

IV. Lessons from Past Technological Transformations

To grasp the historical nature o what is going on, it is necessary to put the advent 
o AI and related technologies in the context o the broader history o technologi-
cal progress. Humanity spent much o its history at a Malthusian stage. e 
Industrial Revolution started a little over two centuries ago, and was but a blip in 
the history o mankind. e era o manuacturing- based export- led growth that 
enabled the East Asian Miracle stretched over the past hal- century—one quarter 
o the history o the Industrial Revolution. It is easily conceivable that we are now 
going into another era.

Many are ar more sanguine than we are about the disruptive potential o AI.  
ey point to the automobile and other innovations at the end o the nineteenth 

18 ere is a similar dissonance between those who argue that the economy aces secular stagna-
tion and those who say there are not the resources required or a rapid green transition.

19 Over the long run, the eect o the green transition on the demand or labor is more problem-
atic. While many o the green technologies have higher upront costs, maintenance costs are markedly 
lower, and not only are lie- cycle carbon emissions lower, but so is labor usage.



     

 century. Jobs were lost, making buggy whips and horse carriages obsolete, but 
overall, labor demand increased, and more jobs were created. Our analytical 
discussion made clear that there is no inherent reason that innovation has these 
eects. is time could well be dierent. Looking at the time beore the 
Industrial Revolution and the early decades o the revolution itsel serves as a 
reminder.

A. Pre- Industrial Revolution

Beore the Industrial Revolution, innovation proceeded at a ar slower pace than 
today. ere were still many innovations, but the actual living standard o the vast 
majority o people was stagnant (Maddison ). e interpretation o Malthus 
() was that every time an innovation took place, the population started to 
grow and absorbed the surplus that was generated.

is pre- industrial state o aairs may be still relevant in the least developed 
countries and is particularly problematic in some Arican countries, where the 
death rate has been greatly reduced by medical innovations, but reproductive 
rates have continued to be very high. e aected countries have been slow to go 
through the demographic transition that marked the rise o living standards in 
Asia. As a result, several countries are acing a dicult- to- manage explosion in 
population combined with stagnant living standards.

ere is a risk that poor countries may see a return to Malthusian dynamics 
i technological progress undermines the source o their comparative advan-
tage. Consider a country that exports manuacturing goods produced using 
cheap labor but is not very productive in agriculture, or example because o a 
shortage o land and a high population density. e country uses its export 
 revenues to import ood or workers in the manuacturing sector, granting them 
a living stand ard that is above subsistence levels. I a new technology produces 
the manuacturing goods more cheaply, the wages o the manuacturing work-
ers will all, and they may well all below the subsistence cost o workers. I that 
is the case, the country may return to a Malthusian state o aairs in which part 
o the population suers rom hunger and deprivation. Increasing agricultural 
productivity may mitigate this dire state o aairs but the question is, would 
they be sucient to support a population that was previously supported by 
imported ood? us, populations may decline not as a result o choice, as in 
many developed countries, but rom Malthusian dynamics. In today’s globally 
connected world, that presents ugly alternatives: Will the rich countries simply 
look away, as they see this suering and near- starvation in poorer countries? 
Will they create ever- increasing barriers to stave o the inevitable pressures o 
migration?
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B. Industrial Revolution

e Industrial Revolution marked the beginning o rapid growth in high- income 
countries. Aer centuries in which standards o living had been stagnant, growth 
started to increase markedly. It transormed the world. e Industrial Revolution 
thus provides us with a number o lessons that are very relevant today:

Innovation Can Be Very Disruptive
Even when an innovation ultimately proves to be benecial or society at
large,  not everyone benets. It can give rise to very large disruptions during 
the transition. In the short run, there was signicant social upheaval rom the 
industrial revolution—Charles Dickens’ novels make it clear that not everyone 
prospered. In the UK, some people were living under much worse conditions in 
the cities o the mid- nineteenth century than they had been in the rural areas 
prior to that. Even indicators such as lie expectancy initially went down. 
Looking at those who suered, the Industrial Revolution was clearly not a 
Pareto improvement.

Collective Action Can Mitigate the Adverse Eects
e onset o the industrial revolution posed many challenges that required collec-
tive action. However, it took time or societies to put in place the collective mech-
an isms to respond to these challenges. is is why the industrial revolution had 
signicant negative eects on the masses or some time. Eventually, governments 
played an important role in mitigating the adverse eects, including the problems 
posed by urbanization, such as challenges in sanitation, environmental degrada-
tion, public health, inrastructure, and congestion.

Government took a strong role too in advancing the positive eects o the new 
economy. Education was an important element in creating a productive work-
orce—it was thereore also in the interests o capitalists, and public education 
received broad public support.

In high- income countries, institutions related to labor legislation, unioniza-
tion, and social saety nets were not created until the end o the nineteenth cen-
tury and beginning o the twentieth century. In the United States, the ready
availability o land implied that labor was relatively scarce, limiting the extent to 
which labor could be exploited. Nonetheless, in the early years o the twentieth 
century, labor was not doing very well. It was only dramatic events like the  
Triangle Shirtwaist Factory re in New York City that led to labor legislation that 
really protected workers. In most high- income countries, labor legislation today 
is taken or granted, but in , it was not obvious i meaningul labor legislation 
would ever be enacted. Strikingly, some o the tough political battles that made 
the adoption o such legislation problematic a century ago are playing out once 



     

again in the United States, where there has been an erosion o protections, or 
example, those associated with minimum wages, health and saety standards, or 
overtime pay, among others.

ese labor market reorms helped support the structural transormation that 
occurred with the rise o manuacturing, and they showed that equality and 
growth are complementary (e.g., Ostry et al.  ). At a basic level, they were 
necessary to sustain social peace and democracy. And they ushered in what might 
be called an “Age o Labor.” Most developing countries have not gone through this 
process yet.

is Age o Labor may not last orever. In the United States, minimum wages 
have declined in real terms in recent decades, below the level o  years ago 
(Figure .), and many protections on hours and working conditions have been 
eviscerated. Advances in AI may urther contribute to undermining labor’s bar-
gaining position and thus these social protections. And in developing countries, 
they may do so beore workers have ever acquired similar levels o rights and 
protections as they have in high- income countries.

Politics and Political Economy
e Age o Labor conerred not only unprecedented economic returns upon 
workers in the orm o rising wages, but also, in parallel, unprecedented political 
power. However, this power has been eroded more recently (see e.g., Boix ). 
In simple models o democracy, the median voter (or more broadly, the “major-
ity”) determines political outcomes. But the evidence is that that model provides 
a poor description o the outcomes o the political process. For instance, the 
majority o voters want a more egalitarian society (see Chapter ). But in recent 
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decades, in many countries, the political and economic rules have evolved in the 
opposite direction, giving more inuence to the power o “money.”2,21

C. Manuacturing- Based Export- Led Growth

In developing countries, there has been a single model o development that has 
proved enormously successul over the past  years: manuacturing- based 
export- led growth (see Stiglitz  a). It enabled many East Asian countries to 
close the gap between themselves and high- income countries, increasing per cap-
ita incomes in these countries multiold.

One big change inherent in this development strategy was moving rom dis-
cussions o static comparative advantage to more dynamic comparative advan-
tage. is was central to the East Asia “Miracle.” Hal a century ago, South Korea 
was advised that its comparative advantage was growing rice. It rejected that 
advice and instead pursued a strategy o creating its own dynamic comparative 
advantage via an industrial policy that led it towards industrialization. at model 
served most o East Asia remarkably well, in a way ew had anticipated (e.g., 
Myrdal () who predicted that Asia would never develop). (See also 
Chapter .)

e path to development in East Asia has been via exports o cheap labor- 
intensive manuactured goods. is development strategy combined learning, 
the  provision o employment opportunities, oreign exchange, tax revenue—
everything that was needed or a quick developmental transition.

While their development trajectory began with taking advantage o their static 
comparative advantage in cheap labor, and especially cheap unskilled labor, over 
time, many East Asian countries moved up the “value” chain, producing higher 
value added and more complex products and developing their dynamic compara-
tive advantage.

Earlier advances in technology have already reduced the importance o cheap 
labor; but now advances in AI may erode it urther still. Going orward, growth 
led solely by exports o labor- intensive manuacturing goods will no longer be 
available as a strategy o development. Indeed, the share o manuacturing 
employment is decreasing globally. Moreover, the jobs that can be outsourced 
may be more easily automated. ere may be reshoring o production that had 

2 For example, based on data or –, Gilens () nds that in the US actual policy out-
comes strongly reected the preerences o higher- income groups, with little relationship to the pre-
erences o the poor or middle- income citizens. For a broader discussion o the interplay o economic 
and political inequality, see Stiglitz (, ).

21 Harari () also explores the implications o super- human articial intelligence on society and 
politics.



     

previously been outsourced, using highly automated production processes, and 
the process may have been accelerated by the Covid pandemic.

e orces that acilitated the development in East Asia may thus be going in 
reverse, making it dicult or other developing countries to ollow the strategy.

One o the critical reasons or the success o the export- led growth model 
based on manuacturing goods was that it enabled developing countries to catch 
up in multiple domains.22 Developing countries are poorer than developed coun-
tries not only because there is a gap in material resources but also because o a 
gap in knowledge (World Bank  ). A quarter- century ago, the World Bank 
began thinking o itsel as a knowledge bank, not only helping countries to catch 
up in resources but also to catch up in knowledge.

AI may have characteristics that will actually increase the gap in knowledge 
and make it more dicult to catch up. While technology adoption lags have 
declined over the past centuries (Comin and Hobijn  and Figure .; Peralta- 
Alva and Roitman ), the specic nature o AI may reverse that. Cutting- edge 
AI technology is highly specialized, and improvements are driven to a large 
degree by learning rom large datasets, creating a winner- takes- all dynamic, as we 

22 e emphasis here is on (traded) goods rather than (non- traded) services—while learning by 
doing could occur in both, it is the ormer that drives export- led development. See, e.g., McMillan and 
Rodrik () who note that non- traded service sector development on its own typically has not had 
a substantial impact on overall productivity.
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noted earlier. In addition, a disproportionate share o the people working in AI 
are in private companies, and a signicant share o the knowledge is not in the 
public domain and thereore not easily accessible to developing and emerging 
economies. (is contrasts with many past technologies, when publicly nanced 
knowledge production was more central, so access to knowledge was more easily 
available to developing and emerging economies.) Moreover, an important 
resource input to AI is data, and access to data is concentrated and not globally 
public. e implication is that the nature o AI technology and how these 
advances are generated will make it more dicult to catch up than in the past. In 
act, the exponential nature o growth in AI technology may imply that laggards 
not only cannot catch up, but that the gap between them and the ront runners 
may grow, compounding the potential adverse eects that developing countries 
may suer rom labor- saving or resource- saving technological progress.23

D. What Is Dierent is Time

Not only may the AI revolution make it more dicult or developing countries to 
catch up, the AI revolution may also be more dicult to manage or economic 
policymakers than earlier technological transitions. e structural transorma-
tion rom an agrarian rural economy to an industrial urban economy eventually 
led to a more egalitarian society. As we have noted, the reasons included that 
innovation associated with that transition overall was unskilled- biased, i.e., it 
increased the relative productivity o unskilled labor. Moreover, industrial pro-
duction provided a strong orce towards mass education. Furthermore, industrial 
production typically involved large establishments that could be unionized rela-
tively easily, and the unions advocated or wage compression. All these orces led 
to greater equality.

In the current transition, what risks becoming our “destination”—a service 
sector economy, marked by greater inequality, with less support or public educa-
tion and more concentrations o market power—may be less attractive in many 
ways than the current situation, and the process o getting there may be more 
disruptive; that is, unless countervailing policy interventions are made.

AI may be labor- saving and resource- saving, and it is likely more biased 
towards ever- higher skills so that general education becomes less important.24 

23 Stiglitz () models the relationship between technological leaders and ollowers.
24 We emphasize that the ocus here is on the more adverse scenarios, to help prepare policies; 

should they not materialize, so much the better. We noted countervailing orces—the need or labor 
or the green transition, that even within advanced economies, people may still be needed or service 
jobs requiring physical proximity and/or the “human touch” (such as elderly care, housekeeping, etc.). 
Most important, these outcomes are not inevitable: we can steer innovation in a dierent direction 
and, as the discussion below will hopeully make clear, there are multiple actions that can be taken to 
mitigate some o the adverse eects.
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is may reduce support or equality- enhancing public education, which has 
been one o the strong orces or more equalitarian outcomes in the past. 
Moreover, the service sector which is becoming an increasingly important part o 
the economy is marked by smaller establishments. In addition, worker tenure has 
declined, making it harder to unionize the workorce (Choi and Spletzer ). 
Digital technologies are likely to create more barriers to entry and give rise to 
more monopoly power and winner- takes- all dynamics, with rents going to a 
small number o extremely wealthy individuals and enterprises, disproportion-
ately located in high- income countries.

Although or many developing countries, average income per capita may 
increase, large ractions o society may be le behind. Moreover, some developing 
countries may experience declines in income per capita as innovation erodes 
their comparative advantage. Unskilled workers in these countries may suer 
the most.

Although greater inequality would increase the need or social protection, it 
may result in a less egalitarian politico- economic equilibrium, as the new concen-
trations o economic and political power may reduce support or the critical role 
o government in mitigating the adverse distributional consequences o techno-
logical change (see, e.g., Gilens ).

V. Domestic Policy Responses

We have seen how economic policy played a critical role in shaping economic 
outcomes in previous eras o innovation; the same will be true in the case o AI. In 
this section, we discuss what policy levers can be employed to address the eects 
o technological disruption, both in developing countries and to protect vulnera-
ble segments in advanced economies. Some o these are similar to what worked in 
earlier periods o technological change; some are attuned to the special problems 
posed by AI and labor- replacing innovation. In section , we will discuss changes 
in global policies, norms and rules that would assist developing countries in their 
response to technological change. In this short chapter, we can only touch on a 
ew o the more salient policies.

A. Taxation, Redistribution, and Government Expenditures

Among the critical policies to combat rising inequality are those o taxation and 
redistribution, with a particularly important role or progressive taxation. 
However, in recent years, a number o countries have actually made their tax sys-
tems more and more regressive. For example, many countries tax the returns to 
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capital and rents (such as land rents, monopoly rents, and other orms o exploita-
tion rents) at lower rates than workers. In the US, the rich pay a lower raction o 
their income in taxes than the majority o the population (Saez and Zucman ).

Raising taxes is a particular challenge or developing countries, in which the 
inormal sector is typically much larger than in high- income economies. Yet new 
digital tools and new data may actually give governments new policy tools to 
increase tax compliance. For example, when an activity becomes intermediated 
via centralized digital platorms, it becomes easier or governments to access 
business transactions and levy taxes on them. For example, governments have 
long ound it dicult to monitor and tax the earnings o taxi drivers. But i driv-
ing is intermediated via digital platorms, all their earnings—including most 
tips—are recorded.25

One o the dilemmas when it comes to taxation and redistribution is that 
labor- saving technological progress reduces tax revenue rom labor—tradition-
ally the most highly taxed actor in the economy—precisely at the time when the 
need or redistribution rises (see e.g., Korinek ). is necessitates that taxa-
tion increasingly shis towards other actors and rents. From the perspective o 
eciency, the taxation o rents is particularly desirable (George ). Imposing 
taxes on xed actors, such as land, acts like a lump sum tax, and taxing rents 
generated by market power and political activity may discourage such rent- 
seeking, enhancing eciency.

We have argued earlier that technological progress creates winners and losers, 
and the gains o the winners are quasi- rents that governments may be able to tax 
without introducing distortions. In particular, some o the monopoly rents o dig-
ital giants can be taxed without introducing major distortions into the economy.

In designing tax systems, an important concern is about incidence: the possi-
bility that general equilibrium eects imply that taxes are ultimately borne by 
other actors and agents than those on whom they are levied, undermining the 
desired redistributive objectives. For example, a common result in simple models 
is that capital taxation discourages capital accumulation by capitalists. However, 
the adverse eects may be more than oset by public investments in human and 
physical capital (see e.g., Stiglitz b). High on the list o what is desirable to 
tax are “bads” rather than goods, i.e., Pigouvian taxes on activities and goods that 
create negative externalities, or example, polluting or carbon- emitting goods. 
is would contribute to the Green Transition in a dual way, not only by provid-
ing tax revenue or public investments but also by correcting market prices to 
reect the negative externalities.26

25 Some are justiably concerned that digital platorms are in act very ecient at exploiting work-
ers. But platorms can also provide inormation on whether workers are exploited and, with proper 
regulation, make it easier to address such exploitation than it used to be beore the digital age.

26 See also Chapter .



     

Social Protection
I individuals could obtain insurance against the adverse eects o disruptive 
innovations, then it would be more likely that these innovations would be Pareto 
improvements (Korinek and Stiglitz  ). But such insurance is not available. 
One o the unctions o social insurance is to socialize these risks that otherwise 
would have been borne by individuals. But in developing countries, systems o 
social protection are typically less developed, making it even more likely that 
there be signicant groups that are worse o.

Universal Basic Income
Many commentators have responded to concerns about the impact o technolog-
ical progress on employment by advocating a universal basic income (UBI). 
While proposals dier in their detail, they typically entail that all individuals are 
paid a UBI independent o their employment or wealth status, and with a level o 
UBI payments geared above the poverty line. While such programs would imply 
ormidable scal costs, and with it, possibly large distortionary taxes, those could 
be contained i a UBI replaced other social saety programs (such as social secu-
rity, welare, or unemployment insurance systems). By doing so, it would also 
reduce the overall administration costs.

From a global welare perspective, a global UBI that was truly “universal” as 
the name suggests, i.e., that covers all citizens o the world equally, would be most 
desirable, given the potentially large global implications o AI. Currently, access 
to prototypes o a UBI is exclusive to people who were lucky to be born in specic 
locations that have the scal capacity to aord such programs (e.g., in Alaska 
where oil revenue is collected in the Alaska Permanent Fund and distributed to 
the residents o the state). But given the limitations on cross- border transers that 
have been the center o attention o this chapter, a global UBI is clearly still in the 
realm o antasy.27,28

However, in the short- to medium- run, the ocus should be on creating jobs 
or everyone who is able and willing to work, especially in light o the earlier dis-
cussion o how much labor will be needed or the Green Transition, to provide 

27 Some countries have started to experiment with schemes that have some characteristics o a 
UBI. E.g., Spain introduced in early  a “minimum vital income” to ensure a guaranteed minimum 
income or the poorest. However, it is not unconditional, but instead tops up incomes below the min-
imum income, which may create disincentive eects to continue work in jobs that pay below that 
threshold. Several other countries have run pilot programs, oen on a small scale and/or or a limited 
time. Overall, these programs appear to indicate that such schemes tend to have little impact on labor 
supply (see, e.g., https://www.vox.com/uture- perect/////universal- basic- income- 
ubi- map). Earlier research on a negative income tax in the US suggested that by enabling individuals 
to search more or a better matching job may actually enhance productivity.

28 UBI programs may turn out to be important policies in a uture in which labor truly becomes 
redundant (Korinek and Juels  ). ere is uncertainty over when that uture may arise, as the 
earlier discussions indicated—but given the complexities o transitioning to such a new regime, there 
may be a rationale or countries to start experimenting with UBI systems.
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services to the young, the sick, and the elderly, and to invest in inrastructure. 
Governments may have a role to play in helping match the need or work and 
people willing and able to work. However, while a clear need or a UBI may be in 
a more distant uture, there are other policies that may achieve similar objectives 
to a UBI. For example, one approach to ensuring a modicum o income or all 
over the long run, with co- benets o perhaps increasing social cohesion and sol-
idarity, is shared capital ownership (e.g., Solow  ): as part o government 
assistance programs (such as those enacted in the wake o Covid-  in ), 
rms receiving government help should contribute shares to a sovereign wealth 
und—owned by everyone within the nation. Similarly, rms that build on or 
employ innovations that are based in part on government- unded research should 
be required to do the same.29

Starting with Keynes (), economists have argued that technological prog-
ress and automation would in principle enable people to work less and spend 
more time on more meaningul activities rather than tedious and repetitive 
tasks—a point also emphasized, or example, by Varian (). However, this 
requires either that wages go up in tandem with productivity growth, unlike in 
recent decades, or that the ruits o progress are shared more widely using trans-
ers. I these questions o distribution can be solved satisactorily, then individuals 
could indeed respond to productivity growth by working less without experienc-
ing material losses. ere is considerable evidence that many workers would pre-
er to work less and with more exible work sessions. e Dutch model, which 
provides all workers with a right to part-time work (at pro- rated wages) could 
serve as an example, assuming that wages are suciently high.3

Expenditure and Infrastructure Policy
Expenditure policy can be as important in osetting the adverse eects o AI as 
taxation and direct redistribution, and it carries several benets over transers 
that are particularly relevant in developing countries: government expenditures 
may be easier to target based on need, and or whom the social returns o those 
expenditures may be high. For instance, expenditures on human well- being, such 
as on education and health, are naturally targeted to those who need education 
and healthcare, rather than being spent on those who already are educated or on 
those who are healthy. Expenditures to protect the environment help those who 

29 Notably, some have discussed a “robot tax” that could help nance redistributive scal measures 
(e.g., Rubin ). However, such a robot tax may be dicult to implement (e.g., what distinguishes a 
“robot” rom traditional capital?) and may discourage innovation (e.g., Summers ). Conceptually, 
government ownership o capital is equivalent to taxes on capital with exemptions on new investment 
that avoid any negative incentive eects o capital taxation, although it may be insucient to provide 
unding or large- scale redistributive programs that may be needed in a long- term equilibrium with 
low employment levels. See also Korinek ().

3 e reduced labor supply would itsel help sustain higher wages.



     

bear the brunt o environmental degradation, including climate change, which 
disproportionately aect the poor.31

Expenditure policies that increase the demand or unskilled labor may serve 
double duty: they raise demand or unskilled labor, increasing the equality o 
market income (what is oen now called pre- distribution), and sometimes they 
can be targeted so that the benets o the expenditure go disproportionately to 
the less well- o. One important example is inrastructure investments in poorer 
neighborhoods, which are a labor- intensive expenditure that can be designed to 
be pro- egalitarian.

O particular importance are investments in digital inrastructure that reduce 
the “digital divide” and allow citizens to access the vast services provided by the 
Internet. Recent advances in network technology allow developing countries to 
leaprog older technologies in which high- income countries have invested or-
tunes, or example by using wireless G technologies instead o laying vast net-
works o cables.

Other inrastructure investments include public transportation systems that 
connect especially lower income workers with jobs and enhance the opportuni-
ties available to them. Another example o labor- demand increasing public 
expenditures is creating service sector jobs, or example in healthcare, caring or 
the elderly, and some aspects o education, which can again be designed to serve 
double duty—disproportionately beneting the poor and needy as they increase 
wages by increasing the demand or labor.

B. Pre- Distribution

Our concern here is the distribution o consumption (or more broadly, o well- 
being) among the citizens o a country. at is aected by inequalities in market 
incomes and the extent o redistribution. e previous subsection discussed 
redistribution through tax and expenditure policies. But a society with a more 
equalitarian market distribution needs to place less burden on redistribution. 
Good policy entails an optimal mix o “pre- distribution”—actions to increase the 
equality o market income—and redistribution. is is especially so because some 
o the actions to increase the equality o market distribution are actually 
eciency- enhancing, i.e., have a negative cost. ese include, or instance, actions 
which reduce market power, the ability o rms to exploit inormation asymme-
tries, or to engage in a variety o other exploitive practices.

31 For example, Colmer et al. () nd that while ne- particle air pollution has decreased overall 
in the US over the past our decades, whiter and richer neighborhoods have become relatively less 
polluted, while poor and minority communities are (still) the most polluted.
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ere are two categories o policies which aect the distribution o market 
incomes: () Policies that aect individuals’ endowments o assets—human capi-
tal (education) and nancial assets. ese are aected by the public provision o 
education and more broadly, policies which aect the intergenerational transmis-
sion o advantage and disadvantage (such as inheritance taxes.) And () policies 
that aect the returns on actors, which include the laws and regulations that 
determine the “rules o the game.” ese include competition laws, labor legisla-
tion, and rules governing globalization, the nancial sector, and corporate gov-
ern ance. ese rules aect simultaneously eciency and distribution.32

Education Regarding the rst set o such policies, the act that more educated 
workers receive higher incomes than less educated ones may invite the conclu-
sion that education is the solution to inequality. While providing more equal 
access to high- quality education especially or the poor may reduce inequality—
and is absolutely essential to avoid an education- based digital divide whereby 
some simply do not know how to access and benet rom the resources and 
opportunities oered by the Internet and related digital technologies—education 
is ar rom a panacea. Indeed, i there are large innate dierences in ability, educa-
tion can identiy and ampliy these dierences, actually increasing inequalities in 
market income. (Stiglitz  b). Moreover, education cannot address the prob-
lems arising rom the declining share o labor income overall.

Steering Innovation in AI in High- income Countries
e overall direction o innovation in AI will be set to a large extent by high- 
income countries plus China. is implies that the direction o technological 
progress in those countries—how labor- saving it is—also matters or developing 
countries that will be exposed to the new technologies.

Korinek and Stiglitz () make the case or actively steering technological 
progress so that it is more labor- using. ey show that whenever lump- sum 
transers are not available, it is desirable to encourage technological progress that 
leads to higher demand or those types o workers with the lowest incomes. is 
can be done by nudging entrepreneurs, by considering the labor market implica-
tions o government- sponsored research, or by explicit incentives provided to the 
private sector. Klinova and Korinek () and Partnership on AI () describe 
how to develop and how to operationalize rameworks or steering advances in 
articial intelligence towards greater shared prosperity.

Many governmental policies have indirect eects on incentives or innovation. 
For example, at least in the short run, the cost o capital is inuenced by monetary 
policy, with the goal o stabilizing aggregate demand. In recent years, monetary 

32 For an extensive discussion o some o the critical “rules,” see Stiglitz et al. (, ). Later, we 
discuss a particularly important set o policies that can aect the returns to actors—those associated 
with steering the development and adoption o technologies.



     

authorities in many countries have set interest rates such that real returns on sae 
assets have been very low or even negative, likely below the social shadow price o 
capital. Stiglitz () shows that this encourages excessive automation in high- 
income countries. Acemoglu et al. () observe that tax policies that avor cap-
ital over labor also distort the direction o progress towards saving labor.

And there are immediate implications or developing countries: once the cost 
o developing a labor- saving innovation has been incurred in high- income coun-
tries, it can requently be rolled out globally at comparatively low cost, potentially 
imposing signicant welare costs on workers in developing countries. Examples 
include sel- checkout kiosks that harm workers, whatever their benets or costs 
may be or consumers and global corporates.

Pritchett () observes that migration policies in high- income countries 
restrict labor supply and lead to comparatively high wages that do not reect the 
abundance o labor, and in particular o unskilled labor, at the global level. e 
high wages then provide innovators in high- income countries with excessive 
incentives to invest in the automation o tasks that are perormed by unskilled 
labor compared to what is desirable rom the perspective o developing countries 
(or rom the perspective o global eciency).

Economists are also becoming increasingly aware o the importance o regional 
heterogeneity. Unlike in stylized models in which only national borders exist, 
labor does not move seamlessly across regions within countries. Even in high- 
income countries, large disparities between regions or between rural and urban 
areas persist, as illustrated, or example, by the case o northern and southern 
Italy or by the rural/urban dierential in the United States and many other coun-
tries. Such disparities call or location- based policies in ostering development.

New Development Strategies
Developing countries will need a new multi- pronged development strategy to 
replace the manuacturing- led export- based growth model. Industrial policies 
have traditionally been among the most important aspects o countries’ develop-
ment strategies—interventions that shape the direction in which the economy is 
moving, with particular emphasis on the secondary sector. However, in an age o 
increasing automation in manuacturing, development strategies have to broaden 
their ocus beyond manuacturing and the secondary sector to other sectors o 
the economy, including agriculture and services.33

Greenwald and Stiglitz (b) point out that every country has, in eect, a 
sectoral development policy—shaped by inrastructure and education investments 

33 Curiously, such policies have continued to be reerred to as “industrial policies” even when they 
move the economy away rom the industrial sector. We use the more generic term sectoral policies, but 
they are broader: they can also be used to change technology within a sector (e.g., towards green or 
more labor- intensive technologies).
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and tax and regulatory policy. It is only that some countries do not know (or 
admit) that they have such policies. e danger then is that such policies can be 
more easily captured by special interests.34 In developing countries development 
policies are much more at the center o economic policy. ey need to be designed 
to manage innovations and mitigate the eects o and adapt to the disruptions 
that innovations may engender, to ensure that the net societal benets, broadly 
dened, are maximized.

A lot o innovation in developing countries ocuses on technology adoption 
and adaptation rather than developing entirely novel technologies. Whereas high- 
income countries ocus on “steering innovation,” developing countries need to 
pay attention to “steering the adoption o technologies.” eir development strat-
egy should intentionally ocus on steering the adoption o labor- using technolo-
gies that have already been developed in high- income countries, adapting them 
to their own circumstances and needs, redesigning them, and building on them. 
Decisions on what type o inward FDI to encourage should also be inormed by 
these objectives.

In designing the new development strategies, developing countries will need to 
think careully about the rationale or public interventions: how can government 
improve upon the decisions made by decentralized agents? O particular impor-
tance is that the direction o technological progress and technology adoption is 
endogenous, and there is no presumption that market decisions in this area are 
socially desirable. Decisions made at one date have eects in later periods, with 
rms making the decisions appropriating only a raction o the benets and bear-
ing only part o the costs o their decisions. For example, this is clearly maniest 
when there are knowledge spillovers to other rms and when technology evolves 
over time, e.g., through learning by doing. Firms acting on their own will not 
ully consider the dynamic implications o their decisions today on others.

ere are also market ailures beyond the ability to appropriate the returns 
rom current choices—or instance, imperections o risk and capital markets. 
e capital market imperections that impede the reallocation o labor in high- 
income countries in response to innovation—and that can result in innovations 
which decrease welare—are even more important in developing countries, mak-
ing it imperative to combine industrial policies with active labor market policies 
(see, e.g., Delli Gatti et al. a, b).

Relatedly, part o the problem is that market prices do not adequately reect 
social shadow values. A well- known example is that, in the absence o appropriate 
regulation, the price o carbon in the market is zero, but this does not reect the 
social cost o carbon.

34 For example, US bankruptcy provisions avoring derivatives can be thought o a sectoral policy 
encouraging the growth o derivatives; but until the  nancial crisis, ew outside o that sector 
were even aware o the avorable treatment that derivatives have received.



     

Similarly, market prices do not reect the social value o an equitable distribution 
o resources and do not guide innovation in that direction. Given the constraints 
on redistribution, this leaves an important role or the government to steer 
innovation and oster economic development in a socially desirable direc-
tion  (Korinek and Stiglitz  ). For example, much could be gained rom 
encouraging innovators to shi their ocus rom labor- saving towards more 
labor- using technologies.

Fortunately, while the new technologies necessitate a change away rom the old 
and highly successul development strategies o the past hal- century, they also 
open up new opportunities. In agriculture, AI oers the potential or large pro-
ductivity increases based on algorithms that help armers ne- tune and optimize 
a range o decisions that increase their yield. Such algorithms depend on crops, 
soil and weather conditions and need to be customized to local conditions. Just as 
agricultural extension services, which extended general knowledge about agricul-
ture to local armers, played a critical role in the development o the United States, 
there is an important role or government agricultural extension services today in 
developing countries.35 Digital platorms can also enhance the ability o small 
armers to trade their products at air market prices, reducing the market power 
o middle men that requently absorb a signicant raction o the surplus gener-
ated in agriculture.

Developing the service sector is crucial or economic development as the role 
o the primary and secondary sectors is declining. Many developing countries 
may carve out new areas o comparative advantage in services that will, however, 
depend on good Internet connections and a certain degree o education o the 
workorce. For example, call centers and similar business and consumer services 
rely on requisite language skills. ere is also a growing market or simple human 
services that can be broken down into small components and ed into AI systems 
(e.g., labeling images). However, as we noted earlier, services that can be out-
sourced are oen also more easily automated. Other services such as tourism 
have proven a more automation- resistant (although not pandemic- resistant) 
source o export revenue or countries that have managed to ashion themselves 
into desirable tourist destinations. Exporting services oers many o the potential 
growth benets o the manuacturing- based export- led growth model.

Services that are aimed at a domestic audience, or example, healthcare, caring 
or the elderly, as well as education, may not deliver much export revenue but are 
important or economic development and welare. ere is much scope or 
employing AI to improve the delivery and eciency o these services, and it 
requires government policy to do so since private service providers are requently 

35 In , the US Department o Agriculture created a system o “extension” services, with the aim 
o providing armers with expert advice on agriculture and arming. See, e.g., https://www.almanac.
com/cooperative- extension- services.
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small in size and cannot aord the necessary investments. And even in these 
areas, there may be signicant opportunities or cross- border trade, or example, 
via medical tourism and via retirees rom advanced countries relocating to 
warmer climates, i adequate health care is available.

VI. Global Governance

In a globally integrated economy—rom which developing countries and emerg-
ing markets have beneted enormously in many ways—global rules matter. e 
global rules have always been set to avor high- income countries; they are, to a 
large extent, set by the large powerul countries, and requently by powerul spe-
cial interests within them, whereas developing countries do not have a seat at the 
table, or are at least underrepresented.

e global rules have large eects on the ability o these countries to levy taxes 
in the digital era, on high- income countries’ ability to extract rents rom the 
developing countries (say through market power and intellectual property rights), 
and more broadly on the global terms o trade and distribution o income.36 
While developing countries may realize these inequities—and the ineciencies—
o our global economic system, it oen seems that there is little they can do.

AI has provided a new arena in which rules need to be set, at the same time 
that it may exacerbate the imbalances in economic power, as our earlier discus-
sion emphasized.

However, there are reasons or cautious hope when it comes to the rules gov-
erning inormation and AI. First, the rules in this area are still in the process o 
being set so there is hope that international institutions and civil society may have 
a positive impact on the shape o these rules. Still, the act that recent trade agree-
ments between the United States and other countries have contained provisions 
reecting the interests o big- tech companies—with limited open debate and lim-
iting the scope or these trading partners to design regimes that reect a broader 
public interest—is o concern.

Secondly, it should be in the sel- interest o high- income countries to avoid the 
possibility o a strong backlash to globalization in developing countries. e pos-
sibility o such a backlash is considerable: e United States and a number o 
other high- income countries, which have been big beneciaries o globalization, 
have experienced such a backlash—in part because they have not ensured that the 
losers o globalization were compensated. In the past, there was at least some 
sense that globalization created mutual gains or high- income and developing 
countries. e backlash in developing countries would be even greater i they 

36 For a discussion o how this plays out in trade rules, see, e.g., Charlton and Stiglitz ().
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come to see globalization as a mechanism o rent extraction rom their economies 
(even i the truth may be that technological change is making them lose some o 
the earlier gains rom globalization).

Moreover, international institutions, some o which are less and less dominated 
by high- income countries, may play a role in ensuring that the rules are set in a 
way that more adequately reects the interests and concerns o all countries, 
including developing countries.

As the rules or new technologies are being written, there are several areas o 
particular concern in which reorms in global governance would help developing 
countries better adapt to advances in AI.

A. A Global Tax Regime or the Digital Age

e inadequacies in the global tax regime make it dicult or developing 
countries to capture much o the rents that the global digital giants earn within 
their borders, even as their activities take away business rom domestic rms 
and thereby reduce the domestic tax base. Indeed, even high- income countries 
have had diculty with adequately taxing global tech giants. Some o the issues 
are now being discussed at the OECD in an attempt to establish a global 
tax regime.

e current global tax regime allows multinational rms to avoid much 
 taxation—oen paying taxes at rates markedly lower than local small businesses. 
It also impairs the ability o developing countries and emerging markets to tax the 
economic activity which occurs within their territories. is system is both ine-
cient and inequitable.

e controversy over digital taxation has exposed the deeper problems o mul-
tinational corporate taxation based on transer prices, which are easily manipu-
lated. e issue could be addressed by moving to a ormulary apportionment 
system, whereby the worldwide prots o a corporation are apportioned to dier-
ent countries according to a ormula (see, e.g., Clausing and Avi- Yonah  ). 
e exact ormula could have large distributive eects across countries. For 
instance, a simple ormula based just on sales, while less manipulatable than other 
ormulae, may disadvantage developing countries. A particular controversy asso-
ciated with the digital economy is the value assigned to the data that are collected 
in the process o economic transactions and how and whether that value should 
be taxed.

e broader debate over international taxation has also led to renewed atten-
tion on closing down scal paradises, on international initiatives or transparency 
in capital ownership, which would help developing countries to increase their tax 
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base, and on creating a global minimum multinational corporate tax rate, to 
 prevent a race to the bottom.

B. Global Competition Policy

e tendency o digital technologies to give rise to natural monopolies makes 
competition policy especially important. One challenge is that the countries in 
which tech giants are based have incentives to protect their own tech rms since 
they share in the rents that these rms earn globally. For example, when the 
European Union investigated Google or anti- competitive practices or when 
Germany investigated the privacy practices o Facebook, the United States treated 
it as a political question rather than a matter o economic policy and responded 
by accusing Europe o being anti- American. While the policy remedies suggested 
by the Europeans may have reduced the rents the companies could earn in 
Europe, their purported aim was to ascertain that these rms’ practices did not 
violate the norms on competition and privacy established in Europe. e ten-
dency or matters o competition policy to turn into arguments over rents may 
get worse, given the global concentration o market power in AI in two countries, 
China and the United States.

Individual developing countries and emerging market economies stand little 
chance in reining in the behaviors o powerul global corporations on their 
own—in many instances, the corporations have a higher market capitalization 
than the GDP o the countries in question. is makes it important or develop-
ing countries to coordinate and develop competition policy together, or example, 
via a common competition authority or developing and emerging economies 
that can exert sucient power over large global corporations, just as the countries 
o Europe would not be able to police the competitive behavior o American cor-
porations on their own but are able to do so through the European Union.

Given the breadth and reach o the new digital giants, there is a need or 
 stronger rules preventing conicts o interest or companies that simultaneously 
own a marketplace and participate in it, and stronger rules preventing pre- 
emptive mergers, i.e., mergers and acquisitions designed to stie the threat o a 
competitive marketplace in the uture. ere will also be a need or more ex- post 
remediation: breaking up mergers when they prove to be anti- competitive.37 As 
the experiences cited above have shown, the countries in which digital giants are 
based may not have the correct incentives to police these companies’ competitive 
practices, given the large global rents that are at stake.

37 ere is by now a large literature describing the new competition policies that may be required. 
See Stiglitz () and Wu ().
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C. Intellectual Property Rights

e current system o intellectual property (IP) rights is designed to give (tempo-
rary) monopoly rents to innovators to compensate and reward them or their 
innovative activities. ere has been much concern in recent years that the pre-
vailing IP system gives excessive protection to innovators, with particularly 
adverse eects on developing countries. As the World Commission on the Social 
Dimensions o Globalization () emphasized, there is a need to rebalance the 
international IP regime to ensure an equitable distribution o the gains rom tech-
nological progress. Korinek and Stiglitz () demonstrated that reducing the 
length o patent protection can ensure that the gains rom AI- based innovations 
are better shared among society and can thus lead to a welare improvement.

e most ecient way o distributing technological advances is to keep them 
in the public domain, nanced via governments, international organizations, 
donors or charities. is avoids restrictions in access to new technologies and the 
creation o monopolies that concentrate rents and power. ere is much scope or 
publicly nanced research and development to benet developing countries, or 
example, in the areas o agriculture where new technologies increase the produc-
tivity o crops, or in healthcare where developing countries ace unique challenges 
that do not attract sucient research by private corporations in high- income 
countries.

When research and development is nanced privately, there is a strong case or 
granting dierent patent protection in developing countries than in high- income 
economies. e length o patent protection trades o how much surplus to allo-
cate to innovators to compensate them or their eorts versus how much to let the 
broader public benet rom an innovation. Most patents are developed in high- 
income countries and are nanced by the surplus that innovators extract rom the 
patent protection there; innovators would not incur signicant losses i develop-
ing countries could use their technology or ree beore their patents expire in 
high- income countries. Indeed, in many sectors, including pharmaceuticals, 
there is extensive cross- border price discrimination; drug companies could oer 
lie- saving drugs to some o the poorest countries at steeply discounted prices. 
Compulsory licenses (part o TRIPS and other international agreements) give the
right to access such lie- saving IP at appropriate royalties, but many developing 
countries do not have the capacity to exercise those rights; and those that do have 
the capacity are intimidated rom doing so by threats rom developed countries. 
Trade agreements have done everything they can to impede access to generic 
medicines, orcing developing countries to pay high prices or drugs.

Beore the advent o AI, it was clear that there was a need or a developmentally 
oriented IP regime—in some ways markedly dierent rom that currently prevail-
ing (Cimoli et al. ).
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But AI has made the challenge o access to knowledge even greater. Part o the 
nature o AI is that it may not even need much protection by the patent system. 
Algorithms can be kept proprietary, and they are always evolving. Requiring dis-
closure o certain key algorithms is imperative to ascertain whether algorithms 
are discriminatory, or example, by engaging in price discrimination.38

D. Data and Inormation Policy

Data is a critical input underlying the new AI economy. at is why inormation 
policy—the rules governing the control over and use o data—has moved to the 
top o the policy agenda. Global tech rms are setting the data regulatory agenda 
in their interest without sucient public oversight. is has already happened in 
recent trade agreements. For instance, while the new trade agreement between 
Canada, Mexico, and the United States had stronger provisions protecting labor 
and access to healthcare as well as better investor- state dispute settlement provi-
sions, rules on the digital economy moved in the opposite direction, providing 
better protection or the tech giants. Being part o an international agreement, it 
may be dicult to change the data regulation regime in the uture. is is partic-
ularly important or developing countries: the rules are currently being set with 
little concern or the views o citizens in the high- income countries, let alone 
those in the rest o the world.

Moreover, the monopolization o data by global AI rms also makes it more 
dicult or developing countries to catch up and develop their own AI- based 
companies. Global rms can use their access to vast troves o data rom across the 
world to rene their products and oerings to consumers ever urther. is makes 
it more and more dicult or newcomers in developing countries to close the gap 
between themselves and the leading rms.

Europe has actively worked on rules to ensure that the benets o new digital 
technologies are shared and the harms are minimized. For instance, the EU has 
put orward proposals to require data sharing, with the goal o preventing 
accretion o monopoly power by monopolizing data. But giving control rights 
over data to individuals will not suce; without proper regulation, individuals 
turn their data over to the digital giants and Internet providers, receiving but a 
pittance: asymmetries in inormation and power are just too great to ensure an 
equitable outcome.

38 It is sometimes argued that such disclosure is not possible because algorithms are always evolv-
ing. While they are always changing, they could still be disclosed as o a particular moment in time. 
ere are other (oen costly) ways o monitoring the behavior o algorithms at any point in time.
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New transparency regulations, or example, regarding the algorithms and tar-
geting o advertising, are necessary, but again not sucient. Policymakers must 
be able to address the discriminatory impacts o pricing and advertising.

ere is also a need or stronger rules protecting privacy and the rapid spread 
o misinormation and messages that promote violence and hate as well as other 
harmul messaging, even when conducted as part o a political campaign. In the 
United States, the Section  provision which reduces the accountability o 
Internet companies—unlike other publishers—is an example o a regulation that 
should be reconsidered.

As in the case o competition policy, the countries in which tech giants are
based may not ace the correct incentives to police the worldwide behavior o 
their companies since they share in the rents that these companies earn around 
the world. Developing countries need to cooperate and band together to have su-
cient clout to impose regulation on global giants that reects their developmen-
tal interests.

VII. Conclusion

Advances in AI and related technologies may, like the Industrial Revolution, rep-
resent a critical turning point in history. Increasing automation in manuacturing 
may lead to increases in wage inequality, declining labor demand, and increased 
skill premia in most countries; as well as to the demise o the manuacturing- 
export- led developmental model, which has historically had proound positive 
eects on many emerging market economies. e worst- case scenario is the 
unraveling o much o the gains in development and poverty reduction that could 
be observed over the last hal- century.

While earlier technological advances were associated with more shared pros-
perity and increasing equality between and within countries, the new advances 
may result in increasing inequality along both dimensions unless policies are 
designed to counterbalance them.

e new era will be governed by dierent rules and will require a dierent kind 
o economic analysis. Just as the production unctions that Ricardo used to ana-
lyze agrarian and rural economies are very dierent rom those in the models o a 
manuacturing economy that dominated the mid- twentieth century, current eco-
nomic rameworks must be adjusted and updated to think about the models that 
will describe the next  years. For instance, the competitive equilibrium model 
may be even less relevant to the twenty- rst- century AI economy than it was to 
the twentieth- century manuacturing economy.

ere is a particularly high degree o uncertainty across the possible scenarios 
o technological development and their impact, but what we do know is that there 
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are large potential downside risks that should not be ignored. Economic analysis, 
based on models appropriate to this new era, has the potential to help in the 
development o policies—both at the global and national level—that can mitigate 
these adverse eects, to ensure that this new era o innovation will lead to 
increased standards o living or all, including the billions living in developing 
countries.
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